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INTRODUCTION

Television is the newest invention to cause major interest in the 

public mind since the advent of the automobile and the radio6 This new 

medium has also caused major interest in the minds of advertising men*

It is doubtful if any medium of mass communication since the invention 

of the printing press has created such a furor0 Radio to be sure had its 

days, but radio has not been the complete medium that television gives 

promise of being0
For television contains the qualities of both radio and the printed 

page0 And in addition television has motion0 Thuss television combines 

the aural appeal of radio, the visual appeal of the newspaper and the 

magazine, and the movement of the demonstratoro Television can do what 

the individual salesman can do with the exception of handing the goods to 

the purchaser0 What”s more, television can demonstrate, not to one 

prospective purchaser, but to thousands— maybe millions--at one timeo 

This advertising medium nearly approximates actually selling on the floor0 
But how effective a salesman is television? Do viewers of the 

demonstration purchase the product demonstrated? Are they able to 

remember the sponsor, the product, and the sales message? Although 

advertisers have not yet taken fullest advantage of this new advertising 

medium, television has been able to demonstrate that the unqualified 

answer to all those questions is "Yes@"

In gathering information about a subject such as television, one 

which outruns its statistics day after day, there is always the danger
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that what is written today about that subject will tomorrow be likened 

to the history of the ages0 Though this is true primarily of such 

statistics as number of sets, stations, and cities in which television 

operates, the very youth of television associated with the novelty of a 

new thing may also make today's statistics regarding the effectiveness 

of the medium equally historic several years henceo

However, an attempt will be made here to set forth sufficient 

information gathered from magazines, advertising associations, and net

works to show the effectiveness of television as an advertising mediumo 

But first, let's take a look at the history of the growth of this 

rapidly maturing youtho



1
THE GROWTH OF TELEVISION

Although the name of Dre V, K0 Zworykin, now vice-president and 
technical consultant of the Radio Corporation of America laboratories, 

is commonly associated with modern day television equipment, no one man 

can be said to be wholly responsible for television,.

In 1875, two years after British scientists, Willoughby Smith and 

his assistant, May, discovered that a metal called selenium was sensi

tive to light, the first television system was designed by an American,

Go Ro Carey, who utilized a mosaic of photo-electric selenium. The 

device failed because the selenium cells in themselves could not generate 

enough power to drive current through wires to a connecting bank of 

lights, Carey’s idea was not the answer, but it was an important devel

opment, The next step was the development of the photoelectric cell in 

that same year, 1875, by another English scientist. Dr, John Kerr, Known 

as the Kerr Cell, this device was used to control light rays in a number 

of mechanical television systems in later years.

Both the selenium mosaic and the photoelectric cell had the drawback 

of recording only the total amount of light reflected by an image, not 

the image itself.

The next important development in television was furnished by Dr, 

Paul Ni-pkow, working in Berlin, in 1884, His invention, a revolving

1, Richard W, Hubbell, 4000 Years of Television (New Yorks 
G, P, Putnam’s Sons, 1942) (Notes Factual data set forth in this 
chapter is from the above reference unless otherwise noted,)



metal disks, perforated with a series of holess is known as the Nipkow 

disko This disk is used to scan the picture and separate it into tiny 

sections* Nipkow0s disk formed the basis of most television methods 

until the early 1930°s* The disk had its limits, however, and was not 

destined to survive future developments* The sluggishness of the 

seleniums was overcome in 1906 by Lee de FbresV s invention of the radio 

tube.which would amplify the power created by the tiny selenium cells* 

During the first two decades of the Twentieth Century many men 

worked at improving the whirling disks, but to many others the disks were 

too slow and they were trying to harness electrons, which could do the 

job faster and more efficiently* In 1923, Dr* Zworykin applied for a 

patent on a device called the Iconoscope which scanned a picture electron

ically instead of mechanically* In 1933, after a decade of experiment and 

an expenditure by RCA of approximately $4,500*000, the iconoscope camera 

was perfected* On the receiving end Zworykin had introduced his kinescope 

in 1929 to the Institute of Radio Engineers*

In 1931 there was a mild flurry of prophecies which in tone said, 

"Television is here*'' This died out rather rapidly simply because 

television was not yet good enough to command public acceptance* The rest 

of the thirties was a period of further research and development*

From 1939 to 1941 was a period of flux regarding the beginning of 

commercial television* The Federal Communications Commission acting 

carefully in the interest of the public investigated fully the latest 

engineering developments* The commission gave the go ahead signal on 

May 3, 1941 when it announced that television was to go on a full
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2
commercial basis beginning on July 19 19410

The Buiova Watch Company sponsored the first commercial telecast,
3

a one-minute time signale Television didn't beeme much more commercial

than this for a number of years because World War II soon had as one of

its participants the United Stateso Commercial television expansion

suffered another serious delay*

During the war television was relegated mainly to the laboratory,

but did manage to accomplish some worthwhile purposes* Its proficiency

in mass education was exhibited in training thousands of air-raid wardens

in the New York area through the facilities of the National Broadcasting
4

Company's television station, WNBT* WCBW, the outlet of the Columbia 

Broadcasting System, presented as a regular feature a complete course of 

instruction in Red Cross work in conjunction with the Red Cross*

Although television was not closed down for the duration, the 

Federal Communications Commission changed the rules to allow a minimum 

programming schedule of four hours a week instead of the previously re

quired fifteen hours weekly* This was done so that stations could con

serve vital equipment and operate with much smaller staffs*

The end of the war found television an industry ready to go* But, 

of course, it took time to convert production plants to the manufacture 

of television receivers, and to produce enough equipment to open new

2* David Sarnoff, Pioneering in Television (New Yorks Radio 
Corporation of America, 1946), p* 59*

3* "Television Reaches Stage of Big-Volume Business and Mass 
Entertainment," Business Week (reprint), January 10, 1948*

4* David Sarnoff, Pioneering in Television (New Yorks Radio 
Corporation of America, 1946), p* 61*
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stationso So9 at the end of 19469 just a few months after the closing
of hostilities there were six companies actually producing sets and eight

stations on the air with thirty-one advertisers sponsoring television 
5

programso

By the end of 1947 the number of stations on the air had jumped to

nineteen and the number of advertisers has increased nearly 600 percent to 
6

181® 1948 saw theSe figures rise to 46 stations and 727 advertisers® As
' , ■ • ’ . . . 7

of April 1950; 103 stations were on the air® The March Rorabaugh Report

on Television Advertising shows a total of 29842 advertisers using tele-
8

vision as a medium during the first week of March 1950®

The number of advertisers can be expanded considerably being limited 

only by the number of stations on the air and the number of hours service 

these stations are offering® The number of stations; however, has nearly 

reached the expansion it can be expected to obtain under, the current 

freeze of applications for stations® The Federal Communications Commis

sion ”froze18 the processing of hew applications in September 1948® This 

was deemed to be necessary because the allocation plan for geographical 

spacing of station assignments was subject to interference resulting from 

signals of stations assigned the same channels being stronger than had

5® "Television Reaches Stage of Big-Volume Business and Mass 
Entertainment"® Business Week (reprint), January 10, 1948®

6® NBC Television, progress report No® 2, (New Yorks NBC Television 
Sales Promotion, April 15, 1948®

7® "Weekly Television Summary", Broadcasting® (April 24, 1950), p® 74®

8® "Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising"® Broadcasting®
(April 24, 1950), p® 74®
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been anticipated,, It originally was thought that 12 channels could be 

utilized co-channel-wise every 150 miles0 Experience has shown that 250 

miles would be more desirable because stations operating only 150 miles 

apart interfere with each other0 Assigning stations 250 miles apart will 

decrease the number of stations that can be accommodated on the present 

bando The freeze was put on to allow the Commission to study the situation 

further and consider supplementing the present band by assignment of 

stations in a higher frequency bando IShen the freeze was invoked, there

were 75 stations operating and 42 holding construction permits as of July
9 ■ '

1949---a total possible of 117®

Growth has been equally phenomenal in the number of sets produced

and installed within receiving distance of this increasing number of

stations® At the end of 1946 when there were only eight stations on the

air, sets numbered 60,100® As of April 1950, with 103 stations, sets in

use number 5,315,167, slightly less than 700,000 short of the one time
. , ■ • "  1 0  

predicted 6 million sets that would be in use by January 1, 1951®
With production for 1950 estimated at between 3,500,000 and 4 million

estimates for sets in use by the year”s end have been adjusted upward to
11 ;

as high as 7,500,000®

9® Phillip A® Bennett® Television as an Advertising Medium, 
(Washingtons UoS® Department of Commerce, 1949),.pp® 2-3®

10® "Weekly Television Summary", Broadcasting, (April 24, 1950), 
p® 74®

11® "Poppele Sees 7®5 Million TV Sets by End of 1950", Broadcasting, 
(November 28, 1949), p® 44®
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So9 we see that in a period of roughly 75 years television has come 
from the discovery by two English scientists that, selenium was sensitive 

to light, through the stages of the whirling Nipkow disk and the pioneer

ing with and perfection of the electronic camera, to the place where it 

is now one of the great influences in American life; both socially and 

economically®



THE TELEVISION AUDIENCE

The size of the television audience is a major factor in determining

just how great a part television will play as an advertising medium® We

have seen the achievement television has enjoyed in the production and

installation of sets in the discussion of the growth of television®

As of April 24s, 1950 there were 103 stations on the air serving
1

5g315gl67 sets in 60 markets® Jo R® Poppele^ vice president and chief 

engineer of WOR-AM-TV New York, and president of Television Broadcasters

Association^ stated in November that television set ownership should ex™
• 2

ceed 75009000 by the end of 1950o In Mr® Poppele's opinion the figure 

will be reached a year earlier than the most optimistic observers had 

forecast® This is due to the present production rate9 in excess of 80$000 
sets weekly® At this rate, 4 million sets will be produced in 1950® This 

is in addition to the I,000,000 sold in 1948 and the 295009000 in 1949
"3

virtually guarantees a potential audience of 30,000,000 for TgbOOgOOO sets® 

William Balderston, president of Philco Corporation, and Frank M® 

Folsom, president of Radio Corporation of America, verify Mr® Poppele”s 

prediction with similar figures® Mr® Balderston stated that all signs 

point to a sales demand in 1950 for more than 4 million receivers this

1® "Weekly Television Summary", Broadcasting® (April 24, 1950), p® 74®

2® "Poppele Sees 7®5 Million TV Sets by End of 1950", Broadcasting® 
(November 28, 1949), p® 44®

o Loc o C 3» t o
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4
year6 Mr0 Folsom somewhat more conservative in his estimate, expects
production and sales to be between 3$500$,000 and 4 million, bringing the

total number of sets in use by the beginning of 1951 to more than 7 million
5

and the potential audience to at least 25 million personso

S„ Lo Weaver, Jr0, NBC vice president in charge of television, said

in a speech before the Pittsburgh Advertising Club on April 11, 1950 that

television’s growth had catapulted this medium ahead of the major magazines

in circulation*. The number of television sets available in major markets

is considerably in excess of the circulation of any major magazine in the
6same market, he stated0

Weaver further asserted that there is a tremendous bonus circulation 

in television*' He stated that of the. 20,000,000 viewers who watched NBC 

television in February 1950, nearly half actually did not own sets, but
■ v  ' '  '■■ ■ ■■ 7watched in the homes of friends dr in public places*

In October 1949, Pulse Surveys conducted a special survey of people

in non-television families in metropolitan New York and found that 41*5
8

percent of them see television programs once a week or oftener*

A survey conducted jointly by the National Broadcasting Company and 

Hpfstra College in May 1949 showed 69 percent of adults in non-television

4* "Philco Corporation*1, Broadcasting, (January 16, 1950), p* 56*

5* "Folsom Reports", Broadcasting* (January 2, 1950), p* 45* - 

6* "S* Lo Weaver, Jr* Speech", NBC Television News* (April 11, 1950),
p* lo

7 * Log * ĵvt *
8* Ho Mo Seville, Jr*, The True Dimensions of the Radio and Television 

Audience* (New Yorks Radio Corporation of America, 1949), p* 14*
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homes in an above-average Long Island community had seen television an
' ■ ,■ ' 9average of 709 hours in the past months This survey also showed that

as we go down the economic scale the percent seeing television in public 

places increases, while the percent viewing in private homes decreases^

It becomes obvious that the number of sets installed does not give a 

complete pictures The bonus audience is of considerable magnitudes But 

even beyond the size of the audience, it must be remembered that the 

inherent qualities of television--sight, sound, and motion— give television 

a power which may, even with a smaller number of sets than radio, make this 

medium the advertising and selling power equal of other media with a 

greater local circulations However, in some of the major markets, as was 

shown above, television no longer has the smaller circulations Mrs Weaver 

stated that circulation of television was considerably greater than maga

zine circulation in many major markets0 The handwriting on the wall is 

beginning to point at radio, toos

In the first week of May 1950 Baltimore became the first city in the 

United States in which more people watched evening television than listened 

to the radios The figures were 50s2 percent for television, 49s8 percent
for radios A year before the figures were 82 percent for radio, 18 percent 

10
for televisions The beginning of 1949 in Manhattan borough of New York

radio held an impressive lead over television of 81 percent to 19 percents

By the end of 1949, however, that lead had been whittled down to 59 percent 
11

to 41 percents These figures are related to the size of the audience, not

9s Ibido, ps .15>

10s "Radio and Television", Times (May 15, 1950), ps 58s 

11 s "Radio and Television", Time, (February 20, 1950), p0 65c,
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the number of sets installed^ On December 19 1949 Baltimore had a set
12

penetration for television of 155 per 19000 families9 or 1505 percent©
There were 1009000 sets December 19 1949 in Baltimore compared with 1489000 
sets April 249 1950$ an increase of almost 50 percent© From this it can be 

deduced that a set penetration of almost 25 percent will be sufficient to 

dominate the audience in competition with radio® So9 in spite of the great 
advantage radio enjoys in set circulation; television is rapidly gaining 

the audience®
Another consideration regarding the television audience is its geo

graphic makeup© At the present time the audience is a metropolitan one ©

Rural coverage is restricted to those areas where television cities are 

close enough together to give coverage to the area between them© The 

location of stations at the present time indicates that this condition 

will continue for the next one or two years© The present television signal 

is not strong enough to be received consistently beyond a range of fifty 

miles® Therefore; rural coverage of a magnitude to warrant advertising 

expenditure to reach that special audience is not expected in the near future©

As to the economic status of television set owners little accurate data 

has been assembled® Early indications showed that owners were in the 

medium to high income brackets© More recent statements seem to indicate 

that there is no particular income level for set owners® Occupations of 

respondents to a questionnaire mailed to members of the "TV Critics Club" 

organized by Maxine Cooper as a tie-in to her weekly newspaper column9

12© "8Depth of Penetration’ is Surveyed"$ Broadcasting© (January 16$
1950)$ p© 54©
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"Look Hear"g indicates television set ownership at all income levels*

This seems to be in line with a downward trend in prices of television sets* 

An interesting aspect of the television audience is the one dealing 

with the social habits of television set owners* Roper Survey researchers 

investigated leisure-time habits of owners and non-owners of television 

sets across the nation* The Roper survey found that 33 percent of non- 

owners usually sit down to read after supper while only 18 percent of 

television owners can stay away from the screen long enough to read any

thing at that time* Sixteen percent of the non-owners usually entertain 

guests or go visiting in the evening while only 10 percent of the television 
owners go visiting or entertain guests for entertainment such as playing 

cards or just talking* The ratio of non-owners to owners who usually 

spend their evenings in a family circle just chatting is 15 percent to 6 
percent* More important to our discussion is the fact that 75 percent of 

the television owners said that they watched television almost every 

evening* Two-thirds of the owners say they see a television program every 

day and on the average watch two hours per day* Further, women watch more

than men, young people more than old people, and lower income groups watch
14

more than those in the higher bracket*

Another survey that gives insight into the living habits of television 

owners was made in Miami, Florida by the University of Miami* Motion 

picture attendance dropped when television entered the home * Sixty-six

13* "Telestatus"$ Broadcasting* (January 16, 1950), p* 54*

14* "Telestatus", Broadcasting, (December 5, 1949), p* 56*



percent said they attended less and 15 percent said they never attended
15

after getting a television seto

The television audience, then, is an attentive one whose principal 

leisure-time activity is television? Although the audience is small in 

relation to the total population, we have seen that in major markets it is 

gaining on, and in some instances surpassing, other advertising media in 

circulation0 The prospect for the future is bright for further expansion 

in those areas where television is now in serviceo With an expected sets 

in use increase, which will by the end of 1950 more than double the year 

end totals for 1949 circulation, television will become even more 

dominant in the major cities0

15e "Viewers Surveyed by University of Miami", Broadcasting, 
(December 26, 1949), p, 640



TELEVISION PROGRAMS

Fran the standpoint of production the major styles of television 

programs are studio productions 9 simulcasts $ remote pick-ups.9 and films0 
Studio productions consist of vaudeville, such as the Milton Berle Texaco 

Star Theatres drama, such as Philco Television Playhouses musical comedy 

and similar productions made especially for television* Arthur Godfrey's 

Talent Scout program for Lipton Tea.is an example of a simulcast, a 

program usually designed for radio but televised simultaneously with the 

radio broadcast* Remote pickups are exemplified by telecasts of sports 

events, on the spot news coverage, and man on the street type programs* 

They require equipment which can be set up at almost any location* Films, 

generally, have been of two kinds* Old movie films were the first to be 

used and were quite popular for awhile, but have since fallen out of 

favor because of poor quality* The other type of film which has been 

used in television presentations is that made especially for television* 

Although not usually classified as film, kinescopic recordings employ the 

use of the motion picture process in their production* Recordings of

live programs are made by taking a 16 mm sound motion picture off of a
' 1 ’ ' '

special kinescope monitoring screen* These recordings are made available 

to stations who do hot receive service from the networks by either of the 

two methods of transmitting programs between stations, coaxial cable or 

microwave relay* .

1* Philip A* Bennett, Television as an Advertising Medium* 
(Washingtons U* S* Department of Commerce, 1949), p* 5*
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Considering programs from the viewpoint of sponsorship they can be 

sponsored in their entirety by one sponsor ;or several sponsors may 

participate in the sponsorship of the programo

Maxwell House Coffee sponsored a musical program9 Lamb's Gambol■> at
2 - .

a cost of $15g000 weekly0 They have since switched from this expensive 

show to a less expensive dramatic program called Mama0
Participating sponsorship takes two forms <, A program such as Kathi

Norris" Your Television Shopper telecast on WABD-TV in New York has a

group of sponsors diversified by product on one program0 DuMont network's 

Cavalcade of Stars is sponsored by a group of drug store chains diversified

geographically0 Commercials are handled locally for the participating
•; 3 . - '
chainso For example 9 in New York the program is sponsored by Whelan Drug 
Stores $ Sun Ray in Philadelphia, Walgreen in Chicago, and others,,

Because of the high cost of television programs advertisers are 

looking for ways of cutting costs0 The participating sponsorship of a 

program, such as the Cavalcade of Stars sponsorship by a number of 

different drug chains, is one way this is being accomplished. Simulcasting, 

described earlier, gives a sponsor both radio and television for only the 

added time charges of radio instead of sponsoring two different shows and 

incurring a double talent expense. Further, the acute awareness of costs 

is causing a trend away from the more expensive musical extravaganzas 

that require a great number of personnel and considerable rehearsal time, 

which is also a costly segment of television production.

2, "Lamb's Gambol", Business Week, (April 16, 1949), pp0 30-36= 
3a/""Drug Store TV", Broadcasting,, (December 12, 1949), p0 600
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Ross Research made a study of network and local programs in New York

City which shows an increase in the number of dramatic shows being offered 
4

in that market0 There were 18 such programs in May 1949e By October of 

that year the number increased to 44o The more expensive musical and 

vaudeville shows suffered a loss with musicals_dropping from 38 to 26s 

and vaudeville from 11 to 5e Other types of shows did not make any 

appreciable change* This study also revealed that 74 percent of all 

advertisers use spot commercials rather than sponsor programs*

Spot commercials generally are of a minute or less in duration®

Placed adjacent to high-rated shows a spot can deliver almost the same 

audience that the more expensive program adjacency for about 10 percent 
of the time cost of the program* The total cost of a spot can vary 

widely depending on the type of production used on the spot* If a film 

strip is made for the announcement; the cost can rise as high as $2,000 
for the film alone* An advertiser operating on a small budget will 

generally rely on a simple studio demonstration of the product*

Television like radio has two basic cost elements* They are time 

charges and talent costs* Both of these have been referred to in the 

above discussion* But television has many added costs that are important 

considerations for the advertiser* Included in these additional costs 

are studio rehearsal time and greater production charges*

Networks vary somewhat in their manner of quoting rates* DuMont 

Network includes in its basic time charge studio rehearsal time charges* 

Both NBC and CBS quote rates for time with studio rehearsal time charges

4* "Type of Shows", Business Week* (November 12, 1949), pp* 50-52*
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addedo CBS with a total of 54 stations makes the following charges for

one evening hour0 For the 26 interconnected stationss a combined evening

hour rate of $10;750; and for the 28 non-interconnected9 $6,500o An

extra charge of $450 is made for any program originating from a theatre-

type studio. Studio rehearsal charges are $250 an hour. Remote telecasts

carry a fee of $800 per pickup, NBC time and facilities charges are 
5

comparable,

. Individual station practices vary for the size of the market and the

number of sets in use in their respective market. Competition also acts

to affect the rates. At WICU Erie9 Pennsylvania the one-time hour Class A 
6

rate is $300, Erie has a population of 134,109 and about 34,000 sets in use,
7

At KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St, Paul the one-time one hour Class A rate is $325, 

Minneapolis-St, Paul as a combined market has a population of 1,006,278 

and 82,000 sets in use. In Minneapolis-St, Paul there are two stations on 

the air and a third under construction. Competition is assisting in main

taining a relatively low rate scale as compared with Erie which has only one 

station.

The Broadcast Advertising Bureau completed a study in November 1949
8

covering the rate practices of 75 operating stations. Although there was 

wide variance in some practices there was considerable uniformity on others. 

The basic rate structure of all stations is the hour. For time segments 

less than an hour the relationship to the basic hourly rate is as followss

5, "Telestatus", Broadcasting, (December 12, 1949), p, 58,

6, "Five Stations Announce New Rates", Telecasting, (December 12,
1949), p, 12,

7, Loc, cit,

8, "Telestatus", Broadcasting, (November 28, 1949), p, 42,
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60 minutes 
40 minutes 
30 minutes 
20 minutes 
15 minutes 
10 minutes 
5 minutes

100%
80%
60%
50%
40%
35%
25%

For all stations the numerical average for one-mintite spots was 

1602 percent of the hourly rate® Only 17 stations reported specific 

station break rates with the others using the one-minute rate* For the 

stations giving a separate station-break rate the average was 1401 percent 

of the basic hourly rate0
Summarizing, advertisers using television have a variety of ways in 

which they may spend their advertising dollars--programs, wholly 

sponsored or sponsored participatingly; spot announcements, one-minute or 

station break; network or local coverageo Just as the ways in which the 

dollars may be spent vary, so do the amount of dollars that can be spentc 

Because of the high cost of using television many sponsors are searching 

for and finding ways of cutting costs0 There is no single policy that 

can be followed by all advertisers, but the situation must be analyzed as 

individual cases come up, for there has been no standardization of 

practices as between stations,,



IMPACT

When we speak of impact in television^ we mean the force with which 

the television message hits the viewer0 This same idea holds true in 

other forms of advertising media. The advertiser wants his message to 

influence the viewer to the extent that he will buy the product which is 

the subject of the advertising message. This impact9 this force in the 
advertiser's message9 is felt in increased sales9 in measurements of 
product identification. Primarily$, a sponsor wants to feel the results 

of the message through increased sales.

There have been a number of surveys conducted by various research 

bureaus to determine the sales ability of television. Sponsors have 

tested this new medium by the use of various giveaways. Various shopper- 

type programs have proven the ability of television with satisfaction to 

their sponsors. For some there have been disappointments. But for the 

vast majority television has proven that it is a salesman which stands to 

grow even greater as television expands into more homes and into more 

cities,

Ben Duffy9 president of Batten9 Barton9 Durstine and Osborn agency9 
revealed to a luncheon meeting of the New York Radio Executives Club in 

January the results of a survey his agency had made for a client. The 

survey was made in two cities where newspapers9 magazines, and radio were 
used and two other cities where the above three plus television were used. 

In the television cities product identification was 58,6 percent of those 

who saw the advertiser's message on television. In the cities where only
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three media were useds 4701 percent identified the product0 In both 

groups of cities, 40 percent knew of the magazine campaign, but the
1

advertiser had been using magazines since the beginning of his businesso

Television showed a high percentage of identification in a period which

was short relative to the other mediae

In a study sponsored by a newspaper television column, "Look Hear",

appearing in the New York Daily News and Herald-Tribune, 4709 percent of

the 1,164 men and women who returned questionaires late last October

admitted that a television demonstration or commercial influenced them to
2

buy a product they never bought beforeo Complete recall and product 

identification by brand name was necessary in this surveyo The respondents 

were not given a list to check from, but they were asked to list the 

products if they answered "yes" to the questions "Have any TV commercials 

or demonstrations influenced you to buy a product you never bought before?" 

The sample of 2,000 was chosen at random from the membership of 3,000 by 

the American Management Council, an independent research firm which 

handled the study0
The superiority of television advertising over radio advertising 

concerning the recall effectiveness of brand names and features of the 

products is indicated by results of "A Study of the Effects on the Recall 

of Advertising Material when the Medium of Sight is Added to a Given 

Sound Commercialo" The study was conducted by William Do Hocker as part

l-o "Ben Duffy Discusses TV’s Future", Telecasting, (January 16,
1950), p, 60

2, "First Time Customer", Sponsor, (December 19, 1949), pp, 28-29,
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3
of a senior thesis at Princeton University last year0

Mr® Hocker presented both auditory (recording) and visual-auditory 

(synchronized film and record) commercials for a soap, a dentifrice, a 

perfume and a cigarette to a group consisting of 109 men from an industrial 

psychology course at Princeton and 29 girls taking advertising courses at 

Armore School, New York®

He stated that the experiment proved that the addition of visual 

stimulus to advertising material presented auditorially increases the 

recall 'effectiveness of the material®

Mr® Mocker’s study substantiates the studies previously cited 

attesting to the impact of the television message in regard to brand 

identification®

Advertest Research, New Brunswick, N, J®, conducted a study the

findings of which are based, on interviews with 588 housewives in the New

York-New Jersey metropolitan area during the first ten days of November 
4

1949® The study covers eight product categories® They are instant coffee, 

regular coffee, shortening, laundry soap, dish soap, facial tissues, cold 

cereals, and packaged bread®

Each interview was divided into two sections® First the housewife 

was asked if she used the product® Then she was asked: "What brand do you 

have in the house? Finally: What brand do you expect to purchase next?"

No mention has been made up to this time of any television program, which 

strengthens the study because the interviewee would not have any reason to

3® "Audio vs® Visual Commercials", Broadcasting® (January 16, 1950), 
p® 54®

4® "Brand Preferences in TV Homes", Sponsor® (April 10, 1950) pp® 36-37®
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name a product advertised on a favorite programs

Once the preference for brand had been established the interviewer 

would proceed to the second part of the interviews Here the housewives 

were asked if they were regular viewers (they are all television set 

owners) of a specific television program sponsored by one of the products 

in each of the eight categorieso

In the case of instant coffee, category number one, 2405 percent 

more viewers of the Goldbergs9 sponsored by Sanka, used instant coffee 
than non-viewerso Sales among viewers of the Goldbergs exceeded by 9*4 

percent those to non-Goldberg fans0
The Maxwell House coffee program. Mama, produced 9ol percent more 

users among viewers than non-viewers. More viewers used regular coffee 

than non-viewers.

The Clock, sponsored by Spry, had more users of shortening among the 

viewers than among the non-viewers, but had 7,3 percent fewer users of 

Spry among the viewers. For Crisco’s Fireside Theatre the statistics 

were reversed with more users of shortening among the non-viewers, but 

with more users of Crisco among the viewers by a margin 1,1 percent.

Along with Crisco, Proctor and Gamble use Fireside Theatre to adver

tise two more of its products, Duz and Ivory, Under the category of 

laundry soap the percent of viewers using Duz exceeds the non-viewers by 

7,7 percent. Ivory as a laundry soap does not fare so well. The percent 

using Ivory is 3,2 percent fewer among the viewers than among the non-viewers. 

Considering these two products as dishwashing soap the picture changes 

somewhat. Fewer viewers by ,1 percent use Duz than do non-viewers.
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Viewers who use Ivory in the dishpan outnumber the non-viewers by 304 

percento
The percent of viewers of the Fun for the Money show using facial 

tissue is 302 percent greater than the non-viewers9 while the percent 
using the sponsor's products, Kleenex9 is 707 percent greater among the 
viewerso

Kellogg”s sponsors The Singing Lady0 Both the percent using cold 

cereal and the percent using Kellogg’s is greater among the viewers than 

among the non-viewers„ The percent using Kellogg’s is 307 percent greater 

among the viewers»

It would seem from these results that television tends to increase 

the use of the advertised products generally and specific products in 

particular;, A higher percentage of viewers used the general products 

than did non-viewers in six of the eight classifications* More viewers 

had the specific product on hand in the case of nine of the twelve 

programs listedo

The results of these surveys are interesting and aid in forming 

some general ideas about the effectiveness of television, but the real 

proof of the effectiveness is found in success stories which are being 

uncovered every day in the course of television’s business of selling 

its sponsors’ products to the televiewers* Sponsor Magazine conducts a 

regular department, TV Results, from which it has catalogued and indexed 

case histories in 59 categories in a publication entitled "199 TV Results*" 

Similar success stories of television’s selling power are found in the 

stories and advertisements of the trade magazines* Some of the stories 

tell of the response to free offers and others tell of direct sales
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resulting from the use of television,. Generally, these stories are of

night time programs0 The success of daytime television is the subject

of another television triumpho Several of the available success stories

will be told here to illustrate the impact of television,,

The Paul T0 Henson Company, Syracuse Lincoln-Mercury dealer' wanted
to acquaint the public with his "Car a Year" piano After only five one-

minute spots he was unable to handle any additional orderso In two and

a half months following initial spot 50 new Mercurys had been sold— over

$100,000 in business for less than $200 spent on television0 In addition,

the company compiled a list of 100 potential purchasers0 Station was 
5

WHEN, Syracuseo

A chain department store, Wo To Grant, in Erie, Pennsylvania, spon

sors Dude Ranch Party9 a weekly 20-minute television program on station 
WICU. To test video's selling power on high-unit-cost merchandise,

Grant displayed a refrigerator during a one-minute commercialo Used once 

during only one program, commercial consisted of focusing the camera on 

the refrigerator while the announcer pointed out its various features* 

Within two days, four refrigerators, representing $1,156 in sales were

sold to customers who referred to the television displayed model and asked
6

to see that one first*

Both of these stories have been about expensive items, which in 

itself is good, but here is a story about selling a low-unit-cost item*

5* 199 TV Results* (New Yorks Sponsor, 1950), p* 7*

6* Ibid** p* 16*
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The Texas Company9 makers of gasoline and oil products sponsors the 
program9 Texaco Star Theatreo Don Steward, advertising manager for Texaco 

about to start the second year of the show on NBC-TV stated? "We consider 

our money well spent for the show because it has done so much to generate 

dealer enthusiasm and promote the sale of our products0 Our sponsor 

identification, averageing 93 percent for a full year, indicates the 

powerful impression this program is making on viewerso We feel that this
7

impact is resulting in increased sales and goodwill for the Texas Company0"

This man sold himself on television,, Russell Ireland, advertising

man from Duluth, Minnesota, came to Los Angeles to find a job0 At first,

hope was high— he would find a job on the next interview* The job never

materialized, so he decided to use television to present himself to

potential employers* He purchased a one-minute spot on KTLA, Los Angeles,

and made an appeal, outlining his background* Numerous phone calls

resulted, and Mr* Ireland accepted a position as an advertising manager 
8

for a local firm*

Good and Plenty candy started a once-a-week sponsorship of "Lucky

Pup" on Wednesday, March 8, 1950 with a network of 11 stations* On their

first show, with no special build-up preceding, they offered viewers a

miniature flashlight in the shape of a clown* In order to get this premium

viewers had to send in a Good and Plenty box plus 25 cents* Total requests
9

from only four announcements were 80,000*

7* Ibid*, p* 22*

8* Ibid** p* 23*

9* Alice Powell, CBS-TV Sales Success Story No* 2, New York, 
March 31, 1950*
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On January 39 of this year9 the Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
wanted to test the impact of television for their product Fiberglas

curtainso Besides running a "Wash and Hang" demonstration they offered

viewers a small plastic curtain threader free* The audience for this

program9 Vanity Fair,, was estimated by CBS to be 5090000 From these

50g000 viewers came 5,000 letters requesting the threader and 1500

letters made special mention of the curtains and asked where they might
10

be purchasedo Owens-Corning signed a contract following the testa

Here is an interesting comparison of newspaper advertising versus

television advertising* The Gee Bee Sales of Michigan had formerly

purchased 15 inch ads three days a week, spotted in the television

sections in all three daily papers at a monthly cost of $29180o This

resulted in a single day's peak sale of 45 of their indoor television

units costing $6*95 each* Then they tried television on Detroit's WXYZ-TV's

mid-afternoon Pat 'n Johnny show* They bought two participation spots a

week at a cost of $32*00, for four weeks*

This promotion resulted in a sale of 3,000 indoor television units

following only eight mentions* In addition, compared to the newspaper

high of 45 sales a day, after the first television announcement there were

78 calls in about two hours and 126 units were sold the next day* The

sales success of television fob this company resulted in a new contract

with double the number of participations, and cancellation of newspaper 
11

advertising*

10* Alice Powell, CBS-TV Sales Success Story No* 5, New York, 
April 24, 1950*

11* Billboard, March 11, 1950* Cited by Alice Powell in CBS-TV 
Sales Success Story No* 1, March 27, 1950*
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On the subject of comparison of television with other advertising, 

the Mar-Clay Hosiery Company purchased one participating spot on the 

Carol Calling feature of WPIZ, Philadelphia,, The hosiery company's

agency wrotes "To date, the number of actual accounts opened and directly

traced to our one-per-week on WPTZ, has more than doubled those
12

attributable to our various other forms of advertising COMBINED,"

Through these success stories gathered from various sources it has 

been shown that television is a sales medium capable of selling many types 

of products. This is true because with television the product can be 

shown in use. Any product that is good to the eye or to the ear can be 

good on television.

In radio circles it is common shop talk to discuss the effect of

television on radio. It is generally conceded that television is going to

steal the audience in the evening, but the fact that a housewife can 

listen and do her housework at the same time gave the radio broadcasters 

some measure of security in the the thought that daytime radio was safe 

from invasion by television. How can television be good in the daytime, 

they argued. The housewife can’t do her work around the house and keep an 

eye on the screen at the same time. But the success of daytime television 

has been one of the major developments in 1949 in the industry.

Daytime television began on November 1, 1948 when Your Television 

Shopper, conducted by Kathi Norris, made its first appearance on WABD(TV) 

New York at 10s15 a,m. At first the idea was scoffed at, but twelve
13

months later Your Televisioh Shopper emerged as an established success,

12, "Carol Calling", Broadcasting, (July 25, 1949), p, 44,

13, "Kathi’s Daytime Success", Broadcasting, (November 7, 1949), 
pp, 50-59,
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On that day, October 31, 1949, Saks-34th, a New York department store,

paid tribute to the program by beginning sponsorship of the first half-

hour of the hour program. The second half is sold on a participating

basis with six participations a day.

WABD has offered another daytime period from noon until two p.m.

This two hour period is called Midday Matinee and consists of a sequence

of similar type shows. This series began during July 1949. DuMont's

ratings during the hours of 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. increased 125 percent
14

according to Pulse Telereports for July to October 1949.

Daytime programming proved that when television enters the home,

radio listening falls off one-half, even during the day. From noon to

six p.m. radio sets in use in all New York homes are shown as 22.2 with

radio sets in use in television homes at half that figure, 11.1. This is

the result shown after a DuMont study of daytime listening based on Pulse
15

Radio and Telereports, November 1948 to October 1949.

Commenting on daytime television, Arthur See, vice president of

Saks-34th said after only one month of sponsoring Your Television Shopper:

"The beauty of Daytime Television to the retailer is that to a 
woman the entertainment is the commercial itself. Just as the 
average woman reads her newspaper for its advertising quite as 
much as for its news and women's page features, so she'll watch 
her television set for shopping guides quite as much as for 
traditionally-labelled entertainment."1&

14. "When Television Enters the Home— Radio Listening Falls Off:
A Study of Daytime Viewing and Listening Habits by DuMont", (New York: 
DuMont Television Network, 1949).

15. Loc. cit.

16. Chris J. Witting, "Daytime TV Emerges as Effective Selling 
Force", Television Magazine. January, 1950. (Reprint).

Univ, of Arizona Library Tucson, Arizona
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Since DuMont pioneered and achieved success in daytime television, 

other stations have taken to the air in the daytime with apparent success. 

There are many success stories connected with Kitchen Klub, a feature of 

WLWT, Cincinnati, Ohio. In 199 TV Results there are case histories of 

daytime success from various parts of the country.

Television, daytime as well as night time, has been able to demonstrate 

its advantages to advertisers in the form of sales results. Surveys in

dicate that television, in terms of sponsor identification and remembrance 

of product along with sales results produced, has great sales producing 

impact.



ADVERTISERS

As television expands in circulation more advertisers use the new

medium in their promotional efforts. As more and more success stories

for a greater variety of products are told, advertisers take greater

cognizance of television and begin considering it for their own use.

Indeed the total expansion of advertisers from March 1949 to March 1950

amounted to 176 percent, representing an increase from 1,028 to 2,842.

The greatest gain in the number of advertisers was made in the local

field. In the same one year period this category jumped from 711 to

2,235. Networks increased the number of their advertisers from 50 to 80.
1

Spot advertisers grew to 527 from 267.

As to type of advertiser, Smoking Materials lead the field in 

January and February of 1950 with gross time purchases on three major 

networks of $684,214 for the two month period according to figures 

gathered by the Publishers Information Bureau. Automotive, Automotive 

Accessories and Equipment was second with an expenditure of $580,809 in 

the same period. Food and Food Products, the long-time leader in amount 

spent, was third with $473,090.

It is anticipated that television time expenditures will continue 

to grow during 1950 particularly in dollar volume.

1. "Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising", Broadcasting. 
(March 24, 1950), p. 74.

2. "March Video Business", Broadcasting, (April 24, 1950), p. 74.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Television is well established in the major population centers of

the United States and is demonstrating its great power as a modifier of

living habits both from a social and an economic point of view.

Socially the individual who purchases a television set is due for

some changes in his way of life, Reading, entertaining, talking, movie

going— all decline when a person becomes an addict to this new medium. 

There has been tremendous growth in television in all respects—  

number of stations, sets in use, and number of advertisers with greater 

advertising expenditure.

Results of surveys indicate that television has greater impact 

than other advertising media. Sponsor and product identification have 

both been very high.

Television has produced sales for its sponsors in many lines of 

merchandise, consumer and shopping, low-unit-value and high-unit-value, 

showing a large viewer response per person.

From a standpoint of circulation television is gaining rapidly on 

other media in many of the markets it serves and in some instances has 

surpassed other better established media.

Sponsors have a wide variety from which to choose in deciding what 

type of advertising they want to use on television, both as to form of 

presentation and coverage. They can choose programs or spots, network 

or local. The economic status of an advertiser will dictate his choice.
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With its inherent qualities of sight, sound and motion, television 

contains the eye appeal of the printed page, the ear appeal of sound 

radio, and the movement of the motion pictures. The combination of the 

three gives television a quality that attracts great interest with its 

viewers.

At present television is operating under a restricted market due to 

the freeze that has been applied to requests for new stations by the 

Federal Communications Commission. Using the example that has been set 

forth by stations already operating, it would seem that when television 

is loosed so that it may be used in all markets desiring television 

service that it will be one of the greatest advertising and sales mediums 

that an advertiser can use. This has been pretty well demonstrated in 

spite of the fact that set ownership is relatively small even where 

television has operated for several years.

What the effect of television will be on other advertising media 

cannot be determined now for it is still too early to tell. There will 

probably be some adjustments, but to what extent it is not possible to say.

For certain types of advertising, such as clearance sales, it is 

conceivable that advertisers will want to use newspapers so that price 

lists can be utilized. However, for moving an individual product or to 

introduce a new one, television appears to be the more effective medium.

Manufacturers with distribution spread widely for their one or two 

products will probably find that television will be the best for them, 

but it seems to the writer that supplementary advertising would have to be 

carried on in other media, such as national magazines. Television is 

still too young for adequate tests to be made in this regard.
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It does seem certain at this time that television is destined to 

grow very large and become one of the greatest media of mass communi

cation ever to enhance entertainment, education, and advertising.
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